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ROBERT CAMPBELL, if living today, would be well over one hundred years of
age. He died in 1920 at the early age of 54 years, and in his 25 years of active
work he built up not only for himself but also for this medical school a lasting
surgical reputation. It would not be an overstatement if we said that he revolution-
ized surgery in Ulster
The title of tonight's lecture some fifty years after his death might be "The
Campbell Heritage Lives On" for those of us who have practised surgery here
since his time are indeed the inheritors of a tradition based on his work. Campbell
joined the staff of the Belfast Hospital for Sick Children (then in Queen Street)
in 1897 as an assistant surgeon. One of his contemporaries has described him at
work there "from nine in the morning until late in the afternoon, examining,
treating and operating on . . . children". His work there gave him immense
pleasure; he became devoted to children and was in turn beloved by them.
I suppose that is why on the back of the Campbell Memorial Medal there appear
the words of Hippocrates suggested by the then Vice Chancellor of the university,
"Where there is love of man there is love of Art". This motto surrounds a plaque
made by Miss Praegar of Holywood which shows a surgeon tenderly dressing the
arm of a little child as it sits on its mother's lap.
He is remembered particularly as the pioneer of aseptic surgery in Belfast. He
quickly adopted the American novelty of rubber gloves when operating, and he
was the first in Ulster to advocate the use of a face mask, which the French
surgeons had suggested to keep their beards in check. His surgical interests were
wide. He wrote on club hand, on the operative treatment of exophthalmic goitre,
on acute appendicitis and on fractures of the radius but his most important
contribution was iIk the field of the operative treatment of hernia in children and
in the development of out-patient surgery.
In 1899 Robert Campbell pointed out that the infant should and could have
its inguinal hernia repaired at once; up to then it had been customary to wait
until the child was 6-10 years of age. During this time it had worn a dirty truss
of cotton or rubber, and in many cases the anxious mother had been told that the
child must on no account cry for fear of strangulation. He published in 1904 a
series of 114 cases and after his death there was found among his papers an
analysis of 1500 cases with only one death and this was due to delayed chloroform
poisoning. In this series about one-third were aged under three months and almost
one-half under six months. Some time before 1909 he began to perform these
operations in the out-patients' department. The quantity of outpatient surgery
became so great that a special outpatient operating theatre had to be built. This
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those of us who followed on.
Although silent and apparently somewhat inarticulate during the day he seemed
to blossom out at 3 a.m. when relaxing after a serious and successful operation.
Then he would sit and chat on every possible subject - political, social and medical,
all of which he could discuss with his stoic philosophy. This is perhaps a feature
of some of the great men whom we have produced in the Belfast Medical School
- names such as Purce and Calvert come to mind at once. Although the phrase
"The High Priest of Philosophic Doubt" was applied to James Cuming, the
Professor of Medicine, yet it embodies Robert Campbell's views on life. In his
dealing with the patient he always remembered the remarks made by Florence
Nightingale in 1860 - "the first requirement in any hospital is to do the sick no
harm". I wish we could say the same about our modern drugs. The patient today
has so much to stand up to - at one time it was his disease; today it is his doctor
and his treatment.
When the Royal Victoria Hospital opened its doors in 1903 to admit the first
patients after theii transfer from the old hospital in Frederick Street it was arranged
that the first operation would be done with suitable pomp by the then senior
surgeon, Sir John Walton Browne, but in the early hours of the morning a patient
with a strangulated hernia was admitted requiring an immediate operation. This
was done by Robert Campbell; although gloves were available there were no
gowns and all that could be found was a shroud from the mortuary. This was
looked on by thos with a superstitious mind as a bad omen for the future welfare
of the new hospital.
At this stage I should like to say how very much I personally appreciate the
honour of being asked to give the Campbell Oration. I feel this is a great honour
for two reasons - firstly I am one of a group of younger men who were entrusted
with the responsibility of carrying on the tradition of Robert Campbell, and if we
have gone further and seen further I must say at once, as has been said many times
before, "it is surely because we have stood on the shoulders of giants'" and our
surgical giant was certainly Robert Campbell. My second reason for being grateful
for this honour is entirely a personal one; my father and Robert Campbell were
in the same year at Queen's and remained close friends throughout life. I have had
the responsibility of entertaining the great man on occasions waiting for my father
to arrive to take him out for a surgical consultation. Sitting over the fire with my
anatomy books I was impressed to find that this apparently old man knew so much
anatomy and I so little. Like all great men he was the delightful companion for a
young boy, able to put a nervous youngster at his ease. I could easily see why he
was described as the "Doctor's Doctor". One incident I remember well was when
my father broke his wrist trying to start his Ford car on a frosty winter morning.
The car was rather like that old vehicle that one sees in "Dr. Finlay's Case Book."
My father came in holding his wrist and I was asked to ring up "Bob" Campbell
and ask him to come out and set it. In what appeared a few minutes the great
man arrived with his chauffeur in his Chambers motor car, and the wrist was set
in the drawing room. Unfortunately all the chairs, sofas, etc., were covered with
table mats of pen painting, a rather unattractive table decoration much in vogue
at that time, which my mother had prepared for the local church bazaar and which
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and his hat on a third. I am sure he often wondered afterwards how his clothes
got the elegant decorations of pink roses and green leaves.
He married the matron of the Children's Hospital, and his colleague Surgeon
Kirk married her successor; in fact for matrons it seemed to be almost an
occupational hazard. Whether indeed this was a hazard to be sought after or to
be avoided I am not in a position to disclose. Certainly the next matron Miss Knox
in her 36j years avoided this issue and our present matron Miss Hudson has
successfully, so far, taken evasive action for twenty-five years.
It is hard to realise the changes that have taken place in nursing and matron's
duties with the passage of years. When r was appointed to the hospital the matron
was all powerful. She was the only resident and had to take full responsibility both
day and night.
While matron, Miss Knox also gave anaesthetics. This was done with the Clover
inhaler; a measured quantity of ether was poured into the rubber bag; the face
piece was pressed down and held over the face of the struggling child until suffoca-
tion took place - periodically the mask was lifted off to allow for a breath of fresh
air. This was enough for an operation of the "smash and grab" type - for example,
tonsils or adenoids, but it was of little use for longer procedures. The memory of
this ordeal remained for ever with many people and even today a person will say,
"I have no fear of the operationi, but I am terrified of the anaesthetic". This awful
feeling of suffocation and being forcibly held down is never forgotten.
I found when I was appointed that there was no dentist at the hospital and,
as many of the children had rather infected mouths unsuitable for operations such
as hare lip or cleft palate. I provided myself with some second-hand forceps. This
was easy as I was sharing No. 1 University Square at that time with my cousin,
Marshall Swan the dentist. I thought for a time that I was the first dentist to the
hospital until I unexpectedly came across an old pair of rusty forceps which
showed that extraction of teeth had also been one of the matron's duties. In a
short time, however, we were fortunate to get Mr. Cuthbert McNeill to give up
a morning to the hospital on a voluntary basis and today we find some seven
dentists are doing the work at one time done by Miss Knox.
Being busy with the anaesthetic Miss Knox was not involved in the technique
of the theatre or assisting at the operation. This was often carried out single
handed or with the help of a junior nurse. Miss Knox in addition was involved
with the cooking and supervision of meals; invariably she did a ward round at
3 a.m. to see that everything was in order and yet at 11 a.m. when we broke off
from a busy outpatient department for fifteen minutes for a cup of coffee she
was able to grace the proceedings as the lady bountiful at the head of the table
accompanied by her Pekinese. The only member of the staff that this dog really
approved of was Dr. Malcom Brice Smyth, who smoked a pipe with the strongest
and foulest of tobacco. Apparently the dog felt very much at home with him
as its previous owner had been a cobbler who smoked the same poisonous weed -
black shag, I think. In addition to her anaesthetic, culinary, dental, nursing and
administrative duties, Miss Knox had a fine knowledge of the law, and I have
been grateful for her help on many occasions.
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anaesthetic problem improved and with the employment of another general
practitioner as a part time non-resident house surgeon we were able to get a second
pair of hands in the theatre. The open Shimmelbusch mask now became the
popular method. The metal frame was covered with gauze and with a pad of
gamgee covering the face the patient now was given continuous anaesthesia from
a drop bottle. The new "rag and bottle" system took over from the Glover's
inhaler; the anaesthetic agent was mostly ether. This gave a prolonged and smoother
period of unconsciousness, and was the transition period between the early
anaesthetic and the modern method. On the anaesthetic trolley was always to be
found a bottle of castor oil - a few drops had to be put into each eye at the end
of every operation; this was very important as the patient almost always developed
conjunctivitis and sore eyes even from the fumes of the ether. Some ointment was
also rubbed on to the cheek and chin where often the damp facepiece caused quite
a severe burn. There was invariably the mouth gag and finally there was the very
nasty instrument called tongue forceps; this crushed the unfortunate tongue almost
to pulp. It was much more like pile forceps and would certainly have been better
employed at the lower end of the body. It has been long discarded.
Over the years although the matron's duties have greatly changed in character
they are today almost as varied and certainly a great deal more complicated. The
modern matron must know all about the monitoring of patients and how to run
an intensive care unit, understand a heart-lung machine, be an expert in the
plumbing of piped oxygen and in modern electronics, and in addition she is
expected to understand all sorts of government reports with unusual names like
Cogwheel, Salmon and Chambers. It is sad to think that after the modern matron
has gained all this knowledge she is no longer to be called "matron"; she becomes
an impersonal number such as "No. 9". I remember during the war that a soldier
looked on a "No. 9" as something rather drastic, rather unattractive and rather
to be feared, which is surely the wrong impression of the modern matron. Built
into the regulations for the matrons in the past there was a strong directive against
gin; its total avoidance was obligatory. This of course goes back to Florence
Nightingale who had to get rid of the image of the Sarah Gamps, all of whom it
was said where alcoholics. One doctor wrote of them at that time, "they were
all without exception drunkards". Whether with women's lib and modern methods
this same strict rule holds good I am naturally not in a position to comment.
Just as the matron's duties have altered so we see similar changes with the
sisters and nurses. The sisters, instead of being terrifying middle-aged spinsters
set apart from the nurse and creating fear and dimay all around them, are now
incredibly young and seem to be in the same age group and very much in
competition with the rest of the junior staff. This I am sure is true, and not relative
to my own age, when I know it is customary to say that the London Constabulary
are getting younger and younger. Reducing the age of the sisters is very important
as many of the old girls I am sure could not have dealt with the intricacies of
modern dialysis, or understood the un-understandable reports that emanate from
laboratories and biochemistry departments.
In the old days the nurses seemed to be on duty all the time; even at a staff
dance they appeared in uniform, and if sitting out they sat on the hard stairs
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would have been impossible. In their spare time they were rolling bandages or
rubbing dry plaster-of-Paris into crinoline or book muslin to make the plaster-of-
Paris bandages for the next day. A helping hand from a willing student or house
surgeon was much appreciated, and f am sure it was easier to make the acquaint-
ance of the lady in question on such an occasion than it was at a dance. Another
job was the repairing of the rubber gloves; a bowl full of gloves on one side, a bowl
of water to find out where the holes were, and a tube of rubber solution - the
place smelled like a bicycle repair shop. These repaired rubber gloves were always
given to the house surgeon or junior surgeon - the chief was allowed to have an
intact pair. These patches were always somewhat insecure and on many occasions
I have had to lift a patch out of the wound when it had fallen off; a sharp contract
to the expendible gloves as worn today.
Although this might seem primitive it was at that very same time that I paid
a visit to Paris and was astonished to find the surgeons there still operating with
large thick rubber gauntlet gloves, almost like the gloves used by the motor cyclists
of those days. There was of course no finger touch and the French surgeon was
entirely dependant upon the Reverdin needle - a needle mounted on a handle which
could be threaded, and with it they could do anything from an intestinal
anastomosis to the suturing of the abdominal wall.
On one afternoon each week the sisters and nurses were responsible for getting
the catgut ready. The plain catgut was bought in bulk but it had to be sterilized
and also hardened. Lengths of catgut were rolled around a pair of forceps until
a small ball - like a ball of string - was made. This was dropped into a hardening
solution, heated in a strong brass container, and the whole thing brought to the
boil. This catgut treated in iodine (iodized) or treated with bichromate of potash
(chromic) was the only catgut available until America, and later Britain, produced
the sealed tubes that are in use today. For the skin one used genuine silkworm gut.
This was a long thread which had been pulled from the mouth of a silkworm just
when this unfortunate animal was thinking of making its own silk cocoon. It was
excellent and more easily knotted than the present nylon but similar in every
other respect. It naturally disappeared on the ground of economy with the
appearance of the modern man-made synthetic fibre. Barbour's thread from the
factory at Hilden was much in use and its general use in many surgical centres
in Britain started from here.
In the ward in the early days the nursing duties did not differ much from today.
There were no antibiotics and so inflammation, sepsis, suppuration, call it what
you may, was treated locally and not by drugs given orally or by injection. In the
private home the linseed poultice or the bread poultice was still being used. In
hospital the same principle was carried out by applying to the affected area a
boracic fomentation. Some boracic powder was put in between two layers of lint.
This was rolled up and put into a towel and the whole thing then plunged into
boiling water. The excess boiling water was removed by twisting the towel round
perhaps the taps of the basin. The boracic lint was removed and quickly (but not
too quickly) applied to the inflamed very tender area. Oten it was too hot and
roasted the patient but more often it was too cold and did not do any good what-
soever. On a chart one often saw the instruction "apply B.F. four hourly." The
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man who suggested this method of treatment. Success depended on the infection
"coming to a head" and then perhaps evacuation and hope for recovery with the
appearance of genuine laudable pus. Vaccines, thanks to the pioneer work of Sir
Thomas Houston, were coming into use, but vaccines were too slow if we were
faced with a rapidly spreading infection. The septic finger which the pathologist
might get at a post mortem or a surgeon at a septic operation, almost always
spelt death.
Although the modern nurses have not such chores as fomentations they have to
be expert plumbers and understand fully the working of the various tubes
which now anchor the unfortunate patient to the bed. These tubes lead to bottles
and bags that are 6urreptitiously hidden away. These tubes are draining from some
internal organ his intestine or his pleural cavity. We should also mention the
various overhead bottles with different fluids of varying colours which are linked
up with his veins. If at the same time he is electrically attached tothemonitorindeed
the nurse has a maze of pipes, tubes and wires to negotiate before she reaches
the product that she is in charge of, which incidentally is the patient. If on top
of all this the patient is riding high on the waves of an electrically motivated ripple
mattress the game can indeed become an exciting one. The nurses all have to live
dangerously as well as the patients for the wrong tube in the wrong place or the
wrong fluid can do such harm. There is now much more to go wrong. The modern
nurse with her pleasant smile deserves not only the affection of the patient but also
of the general public and it is pleasing on an occasion of this sort to have the
opportunity of saying how much over the years I have appreciated the value of the
help and support of the nursing staff.
It is possibly in ancillary departments that one sees the greatest change. The
physiotherapy department was at one time in charge of Joey Boyce, a partially
blinded soldier of World War I, and incidentally one of the most loyal friends of
the hospital. True physical massage was all that he could do. Now whilst there is
still massage and some physiotherapy with the actual laying on of hands yet a
considerable amount of treatment in that department is done by plugging the
patient into the correct electrical machine, and with an electrical time clock the
patient can be as expeditiously dealt with as the Sunday joint in the electric oven.
The emphasis of this department has somewhat changed. In the old days it was
the patient disabled by poliomyelitis or a fracture who formed the bulk of the
cases. Today we find the physicians treating various chest conditions, such as
bronchiectasis, are using the department more and more. We can see the growing
importance of this treatment when we see that in the North of Ireland we have
developed such a large and successful training centre at Jordanstown for the
physiotherapists.
In my early times at the hospital the entire collection of splints was kept in
a small cupboard and used over and over again - a very different state of affairs
exists today.
In Robert Campbell's time to be appointed to the visiting staff of a hospital
one had to carry out a large canvass. The day-to-day running of the hospital was
in the hands of the management committee with two or three representatives of the
medical staff, but it was essentially a lay body. In addition there was a large
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given a large donation to the hospital, or perhaps their parents or relations had
done so, were given a life interest in the hospital and also had the power to vote
on occasions of this sort.
The entire number of people to be interviewed then was about 60. It took 2-3
weeks to see them all. Professor Sinclair, a contemporary of Robrt Campbell, told
me he hired a sidecar and called on each one. Most of the people knew nothing of
the ability and skill of the applicant as their questions clearly showed. One important
voter always looked to see where the testimonials were printed; he was a printer
and owner of an important Belfast newspaper and it was well known that it was
hopeless to get his vote unless the testimonials had been printed by his firm. One's
religion, one's ability in sport, one's school, one's social position I am afraid all
carried weight. At the turn of the century this is what prevailed in Belfast. In
London 50-100 years before that the appointment would have been made by
patrimony. The applicant succeeded if he was the son or the relation of the great
man, or possibly the young man could be taken on as an apprentice at a large fee,
perhaps as much as £1,000, but such a sum practically guaranteed a staff appoint-
ment at the end of his training. The Belfast system was somewhat better than that
although we did have one or two cases where the appointment was influenced by
patrimony. One of these was Surgeon Kirk - Thomas Sinclair Kirk - his uncle
was The Rt. Hon. Thomas Sinclair, a man of great position and public spirit in
the town. At the time of my application for a staff appointment the number of
people was reduced to thirty, and I still remember visiting these people in large
houses, small houses, dusty flour mills, in an office in the shipyard and in a
boardroom in a factory. It was an interesting experience for any young man.
I remember borrowing my father's motor car to do my necessary canvassing. Today
the appointment is still made by a lay committee but with a strong medical
representation and often with an outside adviser so that justice is usually done. I
hope this method will continue. With the power of the computer we could see that it
could ultimately be used for this purpose; we could imagine the facts of life being
fed into it; the age, the sex, the degrees, the research work, the number of
operations, the gold medals, the visits to America, etc. etc. The final product I am
afraid could very well be someone totally unacceptable to man or beast as the one
intangible virtue - the love of mankind - cannot be assessed by any machine.
People forget that before 1948 a staff appointment was totally unpaid. One did
get a small fee for teaching the students, but nothing from the hospital proper; this
fee was not very large when we remember that each student paid a perpetual fee
of £21 which lasted them all their life and this allowed them to visit the hospital for
the next 40-50 years.
One of the ancillary departments that I should mention is the X-ray department.
When Conrad Rontgen in 1895 invented radiography as a medical help it was
quickly taken up by most hospitals throughout the world. With the old Belfast
hospital in Frederick Street closing down to prepare for the new Royal Victoria
Hospital x-rays had at first to be taken in a photographic shop in Belfast - Lizars.
This shop was well geared to deal with this problem, as they had in charge an
expert in the person of James Carson. Naturally the patient had to go there.
Recently I met a man who remembers taking his father there to locate the
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his throat.
For many years the Children's Hospital was entirely dependent upon the courtesy
of the Royal Victoria Hospital for the necessary radiography. One day in the year
1932 a letter was received by the staff of the Children's Hospital asking them to
send out a member to the Cavehill Bowling Club who were giving a whist drive
that evening; the proceeds of this whist drive were to be given to the Children's
Hospital and it was hoped that a member of the staff would come to accept the
small cheque. As I was the junior member it was suggested that I should go, which
I did. We played whist all evening and finally I was presented with a cheque for
£35. fn a small speech of thanks I explained that I would like this to be the
nucleus for a fund to buy our first x-ray machine. At 8.30 a.m. the next morning
I had not yet read my paper when a lady rang up on the telephone. She had seen
a small report of this presentation and the donation. She said, "Do not ask my
name but stop the fund; I wish to supply the machine myself in memory of my
grand-daughter who died recently". I knew the lady well and this secret was kept
for many years although it is now public and one can see the name of Mrs.
McNeile McCormick on a tablet in the corridor of the hospital outside the x-ray
department. This was indeed a small beginning of the magnificent palace that
Douglas Boyd has controlled so loyally for so many years.
The old machines were dangerous and this one was no exception. I remember
standing beside it while the nurse was holding a child to have a picture taken of
a broken limb. The child gave a jump, the nurse's head moved too close to the
tube, there was a spark like lightning and the nurse was hurled backwards across
the room striking her head on a radiator in the far corner. I picked her up;
I thought she was probably dead but she herself came quickly round and thought
she had fainted. There was a pinpoint burn on the top of her forehead where the
spark had struck her and there was a very large lump on the back of her head
where she had come in contact with the radiator. I would say it did her a lot of
good as she is now the wife of a well known consultant and has a grown up family,
but at the time I picked her up from the floor I saw very little future for the lady
in question.
How the hospital carried on for so long without an x-ray plant is hard to under-
stand as with the inarticulate child we are as much dependant on radiology as are
the vets for their animals who cannot speak for themselves.
To revert to James Carson, I should say that he carried on a large and very
successful domiciliary practice carrying his machine by side car to the patient's
home. For this service he charged ten shillings which compares favourably with
today's prices, but one must remember that in those days "inflation" was something
small boys did to footballs instead of being as it is today a political war cry.
In the early days of radiography an x-ray of the skull took anything up to
forty-five minutes, and so it was not unreasonable that the patient complained
somewhat when he found himself completely bald after such an exposure. In even
simple portrait photography in the Victorian period the exposure was so long that
the head had to be held fixed from behind in an invisible vice. It is small wonder
that one's ancestors in the family photograph album appear to be a fairly sour
bunch of people whom we show off with very little pride to our children.
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hospital. It was a sort of annexe built on behind and jutting out from what I suppose
had been the kitchen. Leading off it was a small room which was the out-patient
operating theatre. There was too much glass so it was too cold in winter and
too hot in summer. There was a very special smell in it, a combination of unwashed
mother and incontinent child. It met one at the door and it usually went home with
one for the rest of the day. A consultant's wife - I can speak for my own - always
knew when one had had a session in the out-patient department so many fleas
were brought home. There was a very special staffed couch which was said to be
the breeding ground! I am afraid it was not unusual to ask a new student to sit
down on it for a few minutes until one explained to him the running of the hospital
and the facts of life. There was always a small bet as to when he would start to
scratch.
Often for the surgical out-patients the surgeon wore an old pair of trousers, in
fact golf waterproof trousers would have been the best. One of my colleagues
in London who did a large urological clinic claimed with success each year for
two extra pairs of trousers from the Inland Revenue. This was very necessary as
it was often easier to take the small patient on one's knee to be examined; some-
thing that might have been misinterpreted in an adult hospital.
Lice and their junior colleagues the nits were almost universal, and when the
child was admitted to the ward the smell of oil of sassafras and a bathing cap
told their own story. It is one of the great features of the National Health Service
that this particular problem has greatly disappeared. It was a problem during
the war when the women in the services tended to exchange hats and a permanent
wave prevented the necessary frequent shampoo. I am told that the modern hairdo
of our young men has also brought the problem back, but to a minor extent.
Having mentioned fleas and lice and got them out of my system I will not mention
them again.
Almost half of the women from the poorer areas came in a black shawl and
produced from the hidden depths a pale child. At every out-patient session there
were 3 to 6 children with tuberculous glands in the neck in the various stages of the
disease; discreet hard lumps, a red superficial so called collar stud abscess, or
a frank chronic discharging sinus. It is marvellous to think that almost overnight
in 1947 with the advent of streptomycin this problem disappeared almost like the
button boots. If we do see tuberculous glands in the neck they are often in the
elderly and very rare, at least in Britain. Although most surgeons became very
skilled in neck dissection one still sees many adults with the tell tale scars in their
necks.
Congenital abnormalities were seen at every clinic - the hare lip and cleft palate
were all operated upon, mostly much later than now. Now we have the technical
skill of the maxillo-facial surgeons, but we must remember that they have also
been fortunate in having intratracheal anaesthesia and antibiotics, which were not
then available. Many diseases were seen very late, e.g., congenital dislocation of the
hip, which is now detected at birth when early treatment should give a perfect
result. Most of us have lived through all the changes in the treatment of club
foot. I asked my chief once when one should start treatment and he said, "I have
never made up my mind whether one should wash the baby first or not" - meaning
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then the proper method. One tried without success to put the foot into plaster-of-
Paris but the baby's bone is so small and the fat around it so large that the plaster-
of-Paris splint could not hope in any way to affect any change in the shape of
bone or joint. The modern operation is one of the greatest advances that I have
seen recently.
We saw every week cases of anterior poliomyelitis. These were either in the
acute phase, when the child was ill and almost seemed to be suffering from menin-
gitis, or else the child was well but now had a limp and a wasted leg. With difficulty
the mother could sometimes, but not always, remember that the child had had a
mild illness like influenza which was ignored at the time but afterwards the weak-
ness was discovered. In some of these cases a tendon transplant was possible but
for others a splint or a special boot was the best that one could do. This disease,
like tuberculosis, disappeared at once with immunisation. Diphtheria, scarlatina,
poliomyelitis, are all scourges that many of us have seen disappear, but are all
still found widespread in the underdeveloped countries.
With the absence of antibiotics sepsis was a daily problem. Surface dressings of
eusol or hydrogen peroxide were very popular. Pneumonia was a very common
sequel to measles and with no specific treatment it had to run its course. An
empyema was a very frequent sequel, and drainage of the thorax by either aspira-
tion or by a small tube between the ribs or even by the removal of a small piece
of rib was done; this operation took place at least once per week. With the arrival
of penicillin the operation for empyema almost disappeared completely.
Congenital abnormalities such as spina bifida and hydrocephalus were a serious
problem. Attempts were made to deal with these with limited facilities. On the
other hand I think they were in proportion fewer perhaps than they are today
because then the very deformed child did not have the same efforts made to save it
nor were there the same facilities for resuscitation. Many people today will say that
this is survival of the unfittest. I am not going to say whether this is a good thing
or a bad thing.
The trauma of the road accident has not changed very much. We in hospital
have increased our facilities for salvaging the very ill child with blood transfusions
and other intensive care but we must remember that as our methods and facilities
have improved so has the traumatizing agent. The motor car goes twice as fast as
it did and the overall gain is not very noticeable.
Cancer in children would appear to be on the increase but probably this is not
so; rather the case is that other causes of death such as infectious diseases are so
much reduced that cancer is now more obvious and noticeable. In the hospital
today the three main causes of death among children are (1) cancer, (2) extreme
congenital abnormalities incompatible with life, (3) injuries involving the main
vital organs - brain, heart, lungs or kidneys. In praising the progress made one
must always have the courage to look back with embarrassment on the things we
did from lack of knowledge. I used regularly to treat the strawberry birth mark
with carbon dioxide snow and hand the patient back to a delighted parent; neither
the parent or I knew that this birth mark with patience would in most cases
disappear on its own.
Before leaving the out-patient department I should say that this was the main
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pleasure, in contrast to the same patient twenty years later. One could show the
abnormal condition and one had the full co-operation of the mother as she was so
pleased that her child was the centre of such interest, and she herself learned a lot
which she would not otherwise have heard. I have always thought that the tummy
is much better than the blackboard for teaching students. There was no such thing
then as an appointment system and if after three hours the surgeon broke off for
a cup of well earned coffee he came back with no feeling of shame as he had at
least another three hours before him. Many a young doctor will say that the best
clinical teaching that he or she ever got was in the outpatient department of a
children's hospital. For the young surgeon also the out-patient department was very
important since as he was the junior member of the staff he was only allowed at
most four in-patient beds under his own care.
Surgical technique was as today only much more primitive. The scalpels were
usually blunt; the replaceable blade had not yet been invented. A retired police
sergeant called twice per week to take the scissors and scalpels away to be
sharpened. Stainless steel was not in use and so instruments had to be oiled to avoid
rust; so had the needles. The word expendable had not been invented. Swabs
were used over and over again. The marine sponge was still in use. After an
ordinary hand scrubbing the hands were soaked in binodide of mercury or
perchloride of mercury depending on whether one liked a red or a blue solution.
Both I suspect were useless. The gloves had been boiled and were lying in a basin -
it was hoped - of cold water, but one did occasionally plunge one's hand into the
glove still with some boiling water inside. The reaction and language used varied
with each surgeon
I must not pass over the disadvantages of the boiled glove without saying that
we were at least free from the problem of starch peritonitis which has become
quite a problem today when the corn starch, which is used to lubricate our present
autoclaved gloves, gets into the peritoneal cavity at an operation. One of my
colleagues used the same pair of gloves all day and instead of washing his hands
he washed the gloves; his results did not seem much different from the others.
Occasionally gloves were not worn at all, and during World War II I had the
same problem, when suddenly with the fall of Singapore our source of rubber
suddenly stopped, and in the army we were told we had to learn again how to
operate with bare hands, rubbing a little antiseptic cream into all the cracks in our
hands and fingers.
In the operating theatre the source of light was poor and relaxation was almost
non-existent as curare had not yet been invented. Rubber, whether it was a drainage
tube or a catheter, was of the red rubber variety which caused such tremendous
irritation; so different from the latex or the plastic tubes of today which seem to
be totally inert. Anaesthesia was a great problem as almost every child had some
chest irritation next day with a running nose, sore eyes and cough. This seemed
a very unnecessary price to pay. It was at this time that John Boyd, a general
practitioner on the Ormeau Road, was appointed as a part-time house surgeon.
He became interested in anaesthetics, became skilled at it, and was a most valuable
and willing member of the staff Almost coinciding with his appointment a new
drug appeared on the market. It was Avertin. This solution, in a measured quantity
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into the rectum and in a very short time the patient went quietly to sleep. It was
the greatest advance then in the field of anaesthesia. It was, however, only meant
to be a basal anaesthetic; in other words it was necessary to supplement it by
either ether or chloroform. Dr. Boyd stuck rigidly to the dosage but his chief, Mr.
Kirk, gradually increased the dosage until Avertin for him became a full
anaesthetic requiring no supplement. However, this is not the place nor have I the
knowledge to discuss the advances in anaesthesia which today allow the baby of
a few hours old to be put to sleep with safety; a paper could be written on this
alone.
Although surgery in the operating theatre was being carried on with relative
safety and success there still was a demand for operations to be carried out in the
patient's home. I did quite a number but nothing like as many as my seniors
had done. I remember going to Lame Harbour in the middle of the night to do an
intussusception on the kitchen table; as the father could not describe where I could
find the house he said he would be in the middle of the road waving a red lantern,
which he did. The child was called Fraser Close afterwards, which at least proves
that he did survive f remember well doing an extra-uterine pregnancy in Pomeroy
and I will not readily forget carrying two very heavy bags along the shore at White-
head to do a strangulated hernia in a cottage. The operation was carried out in
the downstairs room with a low window and the chickens kept looking in from the
window sill and making rather distracting noises. This all now seems so foolish
when the job could have been done with so much better care and facilities in
hospital, as well as ensuring an adequate follow up. Daily attention was naturally
left entirely in the hands of the family doctor. The family doctor varied in his
interests in surgery. Some kept safely away as far as possible from the open wound
and some nearly fell into it. One of my senior colleagues dealt with this latter
variety by having a retractor with a handle about two feet long. At the beginning
of the operation the doctor was given the retractor to hold and he was told not
to move, and this did ensure that he did not get nearer to the wound than two feet.
As a junior when I went out on such expeditions, which seemed to be nearly
always at night. I found I might have many different tasks to do. Firstly I might
have to clear the room, perhaps take up the carpet and clear all movable objects
outside. At times I might be in charge of sterilization of instruments, running
backwards and forwards with saucepans to the stove. On other occasions I gave
the anaesthetic if the local doctor wanted to assist, or I assisted if the family
doctor was a competent anaesthetist. I also found I was very popular if I offered
to drive the rather tired surgeon home as he found he often fell asleep. On going
out on one of these expeditions - a sort of safari - one felt almost as important
as Kipling's Gunga Din. These incidents full of excitement no longer exist although
a country surgeon who died five years ago told me that he had done 50 trache-
otomies on the kitchen table over the years. I suppose Buckingham Palace is the
only house in which home operating still persists.
Tracheotomy done as an emergency has changed over the years. At one time
it was a life saving measure for the child with diphtheria dying of asphyxia and
the operation had to be carried out with any tool that was available - a penknife
if necessary. Possibly in this school it was used less than in others as Dr. Gardner
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the laryngeal tube. He was able to insert this small tube between the vocal cords
blindly and unerringly; the tube was left in situ and easily pulled out with the
thread attached to it whenever the obstruction seemed to have abated. It was the
forerunner of the intra-tracheal tube invented by another Queensman, Sir Ivan
Magill of Islandmagee many years later. With the virtual disappearance of
diphtheria the emergency tracheotomy disappeared but it has now reappeared in a
different guise and by a different name. The tracheostomy of today is almost
synonymous with intensive care. It is interesting how the pendulum swings back-
wards and forwards.
Although the hospital today has many special departments the first and only
one for a long time was the Eye and Ear Department Why these two organs were
dealt with by the same man I never knew, as the treatment, the anatomy, the
examination and the diseases of each have nothing whatever in common. It is true
that territorially they lie close to each other but it would just be as sensible for
the gynaecologist to do orthopaedics because the uterus happens to lie hidden in
the bony pelvis.
The common surgical operation on the throat was of course the removal of the
tonsils, and, if time and the anaesthetic permitted, then there was also a quick
scrape to the adenoids. This all had to be a rapid procedure for as yet the throat
could not be blocked off and blood could easily get down the open windpipe
into the lungs. To ensure that the patient coughed and to avoid the danger of
asphyxia in some cases the tonsils were dragged out with the patient sitting up
on a chair fully conscious. It was always hoped that the quickness of the hand
would deceive the eye. When the operation was carried out under an anaesthetic
the tonsils were removed with blunt guillotine. With this the tonsil was pulled
out from its bed, whereas if the blade of the guillotine was sharp and the tonsil
was only sliced in two with a part left behind and also the operation seemed to be
attended with much more bleeding. On many occasions after a tonsil session I have
seen one dozen or more children laid along the floor of the out-patient department.
The floor had been covered liberally with copies of the Belfast Evening Telegraph
- this is not an advertisement - and as soon as the doctor and matron thought
they were ready they were moved by their mother, put under a black shawl and
taken off home to bed - a contrast to the same operation today when the tonsil
is dissected out with meticulous care and the patient remains in hospital for a few
days.
With chronic ear suppuration so common and uncontrolled its extension to
the mastoid was almost inevitable. At one time the mastoid operation was almost
a weekly procedure but this has almost disappeared with antibiotics, as did
empyema in the chest We are inclined to forget that all modern throat surgery
has been made possible by the originality of Ivan Magill who was the first man to
join directly the gas bag to the patient's windpipe and by so doing avoided anything
being sucked into the lungs.
The director at that time of the E.N.T. department was Mr. Wyclif Macready,
who built up an enormous department. It was quite an experience to see this large
man, his sleeves rolled up above his elbow, working with such dexterity with his
bare hands. One was always impressed with the tattoo on his left forearm of the
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officer in World War I.
As you will have gathered by now, part of our problem was that we had not the
modem tools or drugs, but we also had not the money. This was a voluntary
hospital dependant on voluntary subscriptions. A particular collection day called
Alexandra Day, when the Alexandra rose was sold as a buttonhole, like Poppy
Day, was a valuable source of income. There were many small whist drives, dances,
coffee parties, church functions and small subscriptions from schools, and also
door to door collections. In those days a solicitor making up a will might suggest
to his client that he might like to leave a few thousand pounds to help the hospital
and this was regularly done. I am afraid it was called by some cynics a sort of
"fire insurance", presumably thinking of the other world. Quite large sums from
this source came in regularly and the hospital was able, just, to live inside its
income. Certain big industries like the shipyards arranged for something like one
penny per week to be deducted at source from the pay packets of the workmen.
The very active ladies' committee was responsible for much of this and one could
not praise too much their efforts which went on year in and year out. The ladies'
committee not only did a magnificent job in getting the money but they often
kept a watchful eye on the spending of it. They were able to say what the money
was being spent on and were always willing, if convinced that something was
needed, to make a special effort to raise the necessary funds. Much of their work
was involved in organising play groups for the children, decorating the hospital
and organising the Christmas festivities. Economy was the main order of the day.
This was seen by the visiting staff who, although not paid for their services, would
bring their own instruments when these were required for a special case. I always
brought my own cystoscopes and the replacement of the bulbs was indeed a costly
affair. Today with the hospital better equipped than the surgeon, it is the surgeons
who borrow from the hospital.
In 1948 when the hospital became state owned this all changed overnight.
Voluntary help was no longer needed - flag days ceased, solicitors diverted their
clients' money to other charities. The university benefited by some of this money.
The cold shouldering of the ladies' committee was a very unfortunate affair as
many willing ladies, young and old, tended to lose interest. I feel that the voluntary
help should still be maintained although most of the income must naturally come
from the State and certainly we must be realistic and understand that with the
expense of modern treatment and modern equipment voluntary subscriptions could
no longer cover the cost.
To be the junior member of the staff, with no registrar and a non-resident house
surgeon who was only present during the day, meant that one had to carry the
major part of the emergency care of the patients often during the day and always
at night. For many this was a stepping stone for an appointment to the adult
hospital when a vacancy arose. It did mean that many men after some years
resigned from their children's appointment when the pressure of work on the
major hospital got very great. I often felt that this was not very fair to the young
child. It meant that some of the most intricate operations in surgery were performed
by a young man and often with a rather second rate anaesthetic. Some of us with
our love of children's surgery kept our appointment until we reached retiring age
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devote his life exclusively to the surgery of childhood and not be involved with
adult patients was necessary. We are now most fortunate in that we have two such
men in Belfast at the moment. The speciality of paediatric surgery has been slow
to be accepted in certain towns in Britain and it is only in the past twenty years
that a genuine acceptance of it has taken place.
Time would not allow me to speak of all my colleagues on the staff. This is
unfortunate as without exception they were the most devoted team with which
I have ever worked. A friend of mine speaking once of a different organisation
said that some of the members were more "flowerful than fruitful" - this could
be said of no one on the staff of the Children's Hospital.
The two senior surgeons when I was a junior were of such personality and of
such contrast that they deserve a special mention. The senior was Thomas Sinclair
Kirk whom I have mentioned before. His social background certainly helped in
his original appointment both at the Royal Victoria as well as to Queen Street. He
was a man full of original ideas but not very willing to see or accept alternative
views or suggestions. It is said he once wrote an article to the British Medical
Journal which was not accepted so he resigned from the British Medical Association
and never read the British Medical Journal again. This may be an exaggeration.
He went up for the primary F.R.C.S.; he failed, and he refused to try again. His
major degree throughout his surgical career was his M.B. He was the last to call
himself Surgeon - Surgeon Kirk; the others were slowly calling themselves Mr.,
either because they were descended from the barbers who were Mr.'s and not Dr.'s,
or possibly because the higher degree of surgery was Master of Surgery as compared
with Doctor of Medicine.
To work with, or should I say for, Mr. Kirk was not easy. He had many original
ideas. He repaired all hernias with Japanese silkworm gut sutures which, being
unabsorbable, I felt went against all the canons of surgery. Many years later I
must admit I was burying nylon, equally non absorbable, for the same purpose.
Mr. Kirk felt that to sew neatly edge to edge any wound was all wrong; all wounds
must be allowed to drain externally and so a few sitches in the abdominal wall and
skin was all that was allowed and no linear scar or healing by first intention ever
took place. Every wound he felt was likely to be infected from the patient and not
the surgeon or from the exterior, and so every wound was filled with at least one
tablespoonful of urea crystals. These came in large glass bottles each about the
size of a honey jar. Urea looked like sugar crystals and it dissolved at once
and produced a profuse clear fluid which drained out of the wound. It certainly
did no harm. I saw it used many years later myself in the war and we found it
most valuable when it was put into the external ear for chronic infections which
were so prevalent with the troops in the Middle East. I remember on one occasion
seeing Mr. Kirk putting several ounces of urea crystals in a large cavity left after
the removal of a breast. A few months later there were masses of lumps along
the scar. These were thought to be recurrences; one or two were removed and
they proved to contain bits of glass. It turned out that one bottle had been broken
in transit and sister had scooped up the loose urea plus broken glass into another
bottle. It was a great relief to the patient and to the students as the case had been
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the surgeon had seen.
Mr. Kirk had a theory that if a drainage tube was put in the abdomen it was
difficult for fluid to drain uphill and so he directed that the patients who were
being drained should lie on their face. This they duly did when he was doing his
ward round, but they quickly turned on to their back when his car was safely out
of sight. I did suggest once to him that drainage was not an inert process like water
running out of a handbasin but that the elastic musculature of the abdominal wall
had some part to play in it. I even suggested that it made no difference whether
one pricked a rubber balloon at the top or at the bottom as it seemed to go down
equally quickly either way. My suggestion, like many others I had made, was
received with stony silence.
Oxygen from large cylinders was given to many patients, and was more often
needed then than now following the many chest troubles produced by ether and
chloroform. Mr. Kirk had an idea that oxygen by the mouth did not get quickly
enough to the bloodstream and so he gave his patients subcutaneous oxygen.
A needle was pushed through the skin and a large bulge like a camel's hump
appeared. This process was repeated when the swelling subsided. I saw no cases
of air embolism and have no idea whether this method did any good. I certainly
did not see it do any harm. With no antibiotics available the patient was entirely
dependent on his own resistance. Mr. Kirk felt that this could be boosted by taking
serum; this he got from the abattoir. The blood had to be taken from an old
animal; "old" was always stressed as the animal had lived a long time and so must
have had or at least built up a strong resistance. Having discarded the red cells
the plasma was preserved and the unfortunate patient had now to drink this
unpleasant fluid, which if it tasted anything like what it smelt like, must have been
fairly unpleasant. Later, as it was difficult to keep this liquid protein for any length
of time, he got it dried and from this he made compressed tablets. These were
large flat brown tablets about the size of one's thumb nail and these were handed
out to all surgical patients each day. Being good protein these were dealt with
by the gastric juices and were a good supplement to the diet although I am sure
few people thought they had any specific protective power. For a time he changed
from old cow serum to old horse serum.
He was interested in amputations and he spent a long time trying to devise a
working artificial arm and hand. He got for his assistance a Mr. Pringle, a
mechanical engineer from Mackie's engineering works. Mr. Kirk made a series of
dissectons of the palm of the hand and Mr. Pringle tried to reproduce the necessary
tendons with springs and wires. TIhe limb they invented was called the "P.K." arm.
They had a showroom just opposite the Ulster Hall - I think this building is now
a motor showroom. Mr. Kirk had a very specially trained amputee who was
almost a sort of acrobat, who was able to demonstrate this hand. This man could
light a cigarette and saw a log of timber and lift a heavy weight, but the arm
never succeeded with other people. One of its failures was its weight; all the
machinery was in the hand and there was no counterpoise at the elbow. Although
Mr. Kirk made several trips to London to convince the Ministry of Pensions of its
value it was never accepted. The firm finally closed down and I am afraid Mr.
Kirk, who had invested a lot of his own money in it, must have lost heavily.
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back to bed very unhappy when, after he had rung Mr. Kirk to say that a patient
with perhaps a perforated duodenal ulcer or an acute appendix or a strangulated
hernia was in, he had been told, "You will give him an enema and I will see him
in the morning." He preferred a short sleeved gown; he varied in his use of
gloves, sometimes wearing none at all; sometimes the same pair of gloves would
be worn all day, just being washed between cases. He always operated on a very
uncomfortable table which had been donated to the Royal Victoria Hospital in
1903. It was said to have been the actual table on which King Edward VII was
operated on by Sir Frederick Treves for his appendix abscess, which it will be
remembered delayed his coronation for some time. This table is still on view in
the Department of Surgery at the Royal Victoria Hospital. He rarely used cap or
mask. It was stimulating to work with someone whose ideas were out of his own
head and although one could often, and did often, disagree, yet one was always
made to think and at least be able to argue.
The other senior surgeon was Andrew Fullerton. He was a complete contrast.
The son of a Methodist minister, he had little money and had to graduate through
general practice to the consultant status. A keen student, a great reader of all
branches of surgery, a pioneer, and a man who although apparently snappy and
impatient with people yet could be endlessly patient with a sick patient or a
problem. As a pioneer in the use of the cystoscope he used to practise how to
use it for hours on end. He got a child's rubber ball, one about the size of a
small melon, and made a hole to allow the cystoscope to enter. He would then light
up the interior of the ball and then from without push in a pin at different places
until he became completely adept at touching this pin with the stilette of the
ureteric catheter. Progress in his profession was slow as there was considerable
opposition at that time, but his chance came in 1914 when the War Office asked
the various Royal Colleges of Surgeons in Britain to nominate a consultant surgeon.
The Irish College suggested Andy Fullerton and he went off as Colonel A.M.S.
and gained a reputation in France. He made many permanent contacts with the
American and French surgeons as well as his English colleagues, and I remember
great men like Hugh Hampton Young of Baltimore, Percy Sergeant, Arbuthnot-
Lane, Tudor Edwards and many others coming to the Belfast School out of
friendship for Fullerton.
Although always interested in general surgery, he made urology his speciality.
He was the obvious choice for the Chair of Surgery in Belfast when it became
vacant in 1922. He modelled himself on Robert Campbell and did an immense
amount of surgery in the out-patient department. He brought to hospital each day
his hospital notes. a collection of several boxes of cystoscopes, a few books that
might illustrate the case that he was going to operate upon, and if the case needed
diathermy he brought from home his portable diathermy apparatus. This large very
awkward box which seemed to weigh as much as half a bag of potatoes and was
just about as convenient to carry, seemed to travel backwards and forwards from
hospital to his home. One of the more cynical assistants said that instead of calling
it portable it should be called "shiftable". If there was a trolley it could be wheeled
in from his car, but this was not always available. He had a large Morris car
which he always told me he had bought out of his war gratuity. I lived through
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hoping. Back from the war he also brought Mr. Leman who became the inspiration
of the x-ray department and also Miss Mussen, R.R.C., whom he had met in
France. She became Matron to the Royal Victoria Hospital and was the pioneer
of the modern technique of nurse training in that hospital.
I am pleased to have a public occasion in which to say how much I personally
owe to his kindness to me. He died at 3 a.m., and at 8.30 a.m. the same morning
Neill, his chauffeur, called at my house whilst I was still at breakfast. He had in
his arms some half dozen cystoscopes, some books, and draped over all was his
Irish Fellowship gown. Neill told me that Mr. Fullerton had died some hours
earlier and his last wish was that these gifts should be delivered at once. This gown
I have worn for many years with great pride and finally passed it on to my son
some two years ago. After leaving me Neill was going to visit Mr. Purce, Mr.
Irwin (Sir Samuel) and some others, all of these being given some token of
remembrance.
The two other surgeons in the hospital at that time were Mr. P. T. Crymble and
Mr. H. P. Hall. Mr. Crymble succeeded Professor Fullerton to the Chair of
Surgery. P.T. was a man of originality and many parts; trained as an anatomist,
later in radiology, and finally a surgeon. He had an interest in unusual cars, was
a golfer of note, a Jover of music, and his speeches were always full of dry humour.
Just as he liked his various golf clubs he also liked the unusual and original
surgical instruments. He was one of those to pioneer thyroid surgery. In the theatre
to keep the students from breathing down the back of his neck he erected a
circular barrier of chains and bollards and so seemed to be working inside a sort
of play pen. The chains were not too high to prevent the nurses, with the grace
of Mary Peters, skipping elegantly over them when necessary and getting into the
arena.
The other surgeon was Harry Hall, one of the kindest and most gentle of men,
a great friend and one always helpful to his younger colleagues. In the City Hospital,
at Queen Street, and at the Craigavon Hospital he did a vast amount of careful
surgery, and was a pioneer of orthopaedic surgery before this was a recognised
speciality. At his home there was always a welcome for a young man wanting help
and advice. I for one appreciated his friendship.
There is no time to deal with the individual physicians. One of these always
wrote his notes in shorthand so that a colleague could not read them, but the
colleague took a course in shorthand and became more proficient than his friend.
Dr. John McCaw had been a pioneer in the medical diseases of children and his
son Ivan McCaw had planned for a surgical career, but a war wound in World
War I in the brachial plexus put ideas of surgery to an end. What surgery lost
dermatology gained and in Wvan McCaw, one of the most popular members of
the staff, this branch of medicine was put on a scientific basis for the first time
in Belfast.
Dr. F. M. B. Allen, following in the steps of Dr. McCaw and Dr. Malcom Brice
Smyth, devoted his entire life to children's diseases, and when the Nuffield Chair
of Child Health was founded Allen was elected as the first professor. He held this
chair until he retired; he brought credit to himself and to the province. He built
up a great reputation in paediatrics and from his department children's physicians
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in the new.
Progress I have always found fascinating because as we advance we also discard
the useless. I have often found the discarded just as interesting and possibly more
instructive than the advances and they are certainly more humbling.
Time unfortunately does not allow me to describe the various surgical operations
which over the years I have seen thrown on the scrap heap. I got my hospital
appointment just at the time that total colectomy, as advocated by Arbuthnot-Lane
for chronic constipation as well as many other ills not even excluding brain tumour,
had been discarded by most surgeons although Lane himself was still a strong
advocate in its favour. His operation of total removal of the large bowel might
now in biblical terms be referred to as the stone which the builders rejected but
which since has become the chief corner stone, for indeed in the modern treatment
of acute ulcerative colitis it is the keystone of success. Surgery, like ladies' dresses,
has popular fashions. In surgery there is often a pseudo-scientific reason given which
the ladies in their honesty do not claim.
There was a phase when, if an x-ray showed that an organ was lying perhaps
too low or out of position, it was thought it should be hitched up and put where
the surgeon insisted, although the patient and his or her Maker may have thought
differently. This was the so called "pexy" period. Mr. Fullerton was doing a
nephropexy on any low lying kidney and hanging this unfortunate organ to the
12th rib or indeed any other suitable support. Mr. Kirk was doing a caecopexy
and fixing this unsuspecting organ, that wanted to be mobile, into the right iliac
fossa with many stitches. Fortunately the stitches in a short time disappeared and
the organ in the parlance of the farmyard soon became "free range" again.
Surgery was then based more on anatomical accuracy rather than on physiological
comfort and function.
I myself was much involved with the sympathectomy period. This attractive
anatomical exercise was then in vogue for many diseases, e.g., hydronephrosis
(Papin and Ambard). gastric ulcer (Wilson-Hay), high blood pressure, the blue
hand, the cold foot, spastic diplegia of the infant (Royale), Hirschprung's disease,
dysmenorrhoea, to mention only a few. I did the operation on many occasions for
all of these conditions and yet today sympathectomy is recognised as the treatment
for only two of these diseases. It has been discarded a long time ago for all the
others.
Today we are living in the cortisone era. A drug which seems to be looked on
as almost a panacea for all ills, or is it the last resort? When this lecture will be
given in some years from now cortisone in its present form will certainly be a
discard.
We must remember that it was as long ago as 1820 that Napoleon Bonaparte
said, "I do not want two diseases - one nature made and one doctor made." As a
student when learning my drugs we always used to say., "Give Pot Iod and trust
to God". Today our irreverent students are possibly saying "Cortisone can cure
all diseases, from wheezy chests to arthritic kneeses."
The various operations for tuberculosis - thoracoplasties, phrenic nerve crush,
partial lung removal - almost all disappeared when a medical cure appeared in
1947. This resulted in the emptying of the sanatoria, not to mention unemployment
among the chest surgeons.
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legs and knock knees due to rickets - an operation now seldom done. The operation
was suggested by Sir William McEwan in Glasgow where rickets being prevalent
produced the disease and where the kilt being prevalent exposed the deformity.
It is fortunate that the mini skirt is an invention of the post rachitic era.
When we look back on the operations that we no longer do we realise that
we were then prisoners of our time. I suppose many ladies looking at their dresses
of twenty years ago will say the same. Although I may have included many things
in my discards this does not mean that the orator giving this lecture fifty years
from now will not have reinstated some of them.
It was Robert Louis Sltevenson who in another context once said, 'To travel
hopefully is a better thing than to arrive." This is very true for those of us who
have been privileged to travel along the road of surgical progress. It is fortunate
that as far as surgery is concerned there is no finality - each step is nearer the
goal of perfection which one never reaches. If we did I suppose we would be like
Alexander the Great who is said to have wept because he had "no more worlds
to conquer." To complete Stevenson's sentence, "The true success is to labour."
In reviewing the progress of this hospital in the thirty-nine years that I have
had the honour and pleasure of being on the consulting staff I find that the changes
and advances have slipped in so easily and silently that they almost passed
unnoticed, and it is only when asked to write a paper of this sort in my retirement
from active work in the hospital that I can stand back at a distance and see and
record the progress that has been made.
Of my time on the staff of the hospital I would like to say that in the first half
I learned a great deal from my seniors and in the second half I learned even more
from my juniors. I suppose for a short time in between - a very short time - I
could say I was my own master.
To see a shabby building in Queen Street, now a police station, replaced by the
present Royal Belfast Hospital for Sick Clhildren which is part of one of the best
teaching complexes in Britain, was one of our first and major advances. General
surgery in a children's hospital is now almost a misnomer as it has become so
fragmented - each portion is carried out by so many specialists, each a master in
his own field, and even the anaesthetists now restrict themselves to the care of
children only. The new grouping of diseases into small societies following the
American plan seems to increase each year: we have the Cystic Fibrosis Society,
the Spina Bifida Society, the ]leostomy Society, etc. Probably the medical profes-
sion gains something from it, but if the patient is able to make a social occasion
out of his disease it is certainly worth while.
In thanking again the trustees of the Robert Campbell Oration for entrusting
me with this lecture, I would like to stress how fortunate we were in Belfast that
when the transition from the old to the modern surgical techniques took place we
had in Ulster a man of the mental calibre of Robert Campbell who was available
not only to lead this revolution but had the personality to carry his colleagues with
him. The time was right and the right man was there to match it.
It was Winston Churchill who said once speaking of a close friend, "He banks his
treasure in the heart of his friends." Fifty years after Robert Campbell's death we
his successors are able to say the same of him.
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